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Staring at Quasars   
The ISM of high redshift galaxies from QSOALs  



« We are in the mouise » King Harold on October 14, 1066
(-> »This is a very bad day today, boy ») 

« F… Europe ! »

946 years later : European is still in crisis  

 Physics is in the mouise !

Even if we discover the Higgs: What’s beyond SM ?
Even if we measure w0, w1: What is DE ?

How to avoid depression ?
Young people => Think different !  

Mysticism : Staring at quasar spectra



Quasar  Spectra

Ly-αLy-β C IV

Metals

H2 + HD CO



Started sept 2009 for 5 years; 10,000 deg2 



BAOs from galaxies at z=0.6 (easy part) and the IGM at z=2.3 (!)
Huge QSO data base  

 FPG: (i) Target selection (ii) Visual inspection (iii)  QSO VAC (iv)  Analysis

2yrs -> DR9    July 2012



Target Selection

Colors from 5 photometric bands : 3 methods combined with a NN 
Yeche et al., 2010, A&A, 523, 14 

40 fibers for n>15 QSOs with z>2.15  (20 fibers for the « core »)
g~22 -> Test over six months with 80 fibers/sqdeg

Core: XD method



Visual Scan :  Quality control  (=> Improve the pipeline)  

As of  February 2012:         Targets scanned : 263,596

Stars                   : 103,330   39.2%      Galaxies       : 4.1%
QSOs                 : 140,233   53.2%      ?                   : 1.9%
QSO with z>2   :  103,857   39.4%      Bad Spectra : 1.7%

• Check identification                   5%
• Check and correct redshift       20%
• Flag BALs and DLAs 
• Flag problems of data reduction
• Flag peculiar objects

Useful for BAOs (catalog must be pure; better than 99.9%)
Useful as a reference for automatic procedures 

Of course you must be crazy but what a training for your 
                                         Personal NN



Problems :   5%     With a VERY GOOD pipeline  

Zp= 2.17

Zp=4.13          Zp=3.09

Zp=2.9



Peculiar objects :  Inverted BALs

Models:  Binary QSOs;      Infall ;     Rotating outflows  
1 out of 1200 BALs ?  Variability ?                                        (Proposal 
rejected)



BOSS in France at IAP, APC, CEA

Chasing the Quasars

* QSO target selection (from photometry) with neuronal networks:

   New method  -> 15 QSO/sq deg over 10000 deg : Different methods are complementary

   Yeche et al., 20010, A&A, 523, 14

   -> 40% success rate for z>2 (40 fibers/sq deg =>  16 QSOs at z>2)

•Determination of the continuum and redshift using PCA

• QSO Value Added Catalogue: Check identification, z, BALs and DLAs

• September 2011: 65,200 QSOs at z>2.15 ; DR9 in July 2012

• End of the survey (2014) => 150,000 =>  >10,000 DLAs   (10x+ DR7)



Damped Ly-α Systems : Searching for the ISM of high-z galaxies 

Metals :

-> Metallicities (high-res)

-> Dust content

-> Kinematics

Molecules H2 + CI, CI* : 

-> Density/Temperature

-> UV flux (excitation)

Star- Formation ?

Winds ? 

HI :



Selection of the systems 

-> Search for DLAs  : SDSS  (DR7 + BOSS) 

    Derive  cosmological density of HI

     ΩHI ~  cosmological number density  *  mass  

           ~  cosmological number density * cross-section * L * density

           ~  dn/dz  *  NHI 

-> Survey to characterize the population of H2-bearing DLAs

-> Select systems -> detect molecules and make a detailed study of the gas

10 yrs



Evolution of the cosmological HI density 
- Search the SDSS quasar spectra for DLAs : Fully automatic procedure



Evolution of the cosmological HI density 

-About 900 DLAs in DR7

- Comparison with previous searches (Prochaska et al.)

Quite similar

-Search for strong lines 

-Semi-auto detection

- Fits by hand



NHI distribution function

Highest column density known      
NHI =  1022 cm-2

Max contribution at 21Similar shape at z=0 and z=2.5

900 DLA Systems 



    OmegaHI z evolution
    The bias at z=2

? ?

Noterdaeme et al. 2009, A&A, 505, 1087 ;  Braun 2012, astroph/1202.1840

Cut 10000 km/s



Molecules: Why H2 ?

• H2 is ubiquitous in star-forming giant clouds and in the 
diffuse interstellar medium in our Galaxy

• H2 is formed on the surface of dust-grains :What is the 
role of dust ?

• Excitation of H2 in different rotational levels: Signature of 
the UV ambient flux + Physical properties of the gas

• Tracer of cold gas in galaxies
• Other molecules ? CO, HD 
• By-products: variation of μ=me/mp 

Two steps :  * Survey to learn about the  H2-bearing DLA population

                     * Derive selection criteria -> detailed observations



UVES survey 

• 90 DLAs – sub.DLAs

• Spectral resolution R=43000; SNR>20 per pixel

• H2 detected in 14 systems (+selection =>  <10%) 

• Non detection : 

     f = 2xN(H2)/(2xN(H2)+N(HI)) < 10-5 - 10-7

• Detection threshold ~1014 cm-2 :  3h exposure time per spectrum 
for no detection

      -> 8h in case of detection.

      =>  ~300 hours observations 

            (! Old good days !)

Highest redshift

J1443+2724  z = 4.224

Petitjean et al. (2000), A&A, 364, L26 Ledoux 
et al. (2003), MNRAS, 346, 209 Noterdaeme et 
al. (2008), A&A, 481, 327



DLAs with H2: Presence of dust ; No correlation with N(HI) 

~ 20 detections

UVES survey : Noterdaeme et al. 2008, A&A, 481, 327



[X/H] : metallicity  -  W1 : Absorption WidthLedoux et al., 2006, A&A, 457, 71

Presence of H2 for High metallicities

AND high velocity width

H2 = Metal Rich-large width  =  Massive Galaxies ?

 High SFR – Presence of OVI       (Fox et al. 2007)



Heating processes: Molecular excitation 

Two temperatures

No velocity shift

Doppler parameter increases with J 

J = 0

     4

     3

     5

     2

     1

Fluorescence -> UV flux

Collisions -> Tk, density

CI+ CI*

nH=30-100 cm-3  (3-10pc)      T=70-150 K  
UV flux 10xGal



 Search for molecules 

Selection H2: *** High dust content (depletion)

 30% eff          **   High metallicity

                       *     High NHI  

   Other molecules:  CO + HD 

                              + Presence of CI   in SDSS spectra 
  



CI absorbers: Presence of dust (preliminary)

Favors the presence of molecules

(60 systems in SDSS)



The CI –absorber population: (preliminary)

-Quasars are reddened 

-Eb-v = 0.3 => AV ~ 1 mag  

-NHI small (logNHI=20)   

-We don’t see the highly reddened population

-High detection rate of H2 + 6 CO detection



CO => Translucent clouds



CO and HD -> 6 detections

Log(f) = -0.3 (highest in DLAs) ; CO/H2 = 3x10-6

HD/2H2 = 1.9x10-5 (>Galactic local D/H in ISM) -> 5x+ Gal ; Low astration 

Srianand et al. (2008)  A&A, 482, L39  - Noterdaeme et al. (2010) A&A, 523, 80

z=2.42 ; [S/H]=-0.07; [Fe/S]=-1.33 



HD/H2 : too high at high z ?

Could D/H after BBN be made higher (Li smaller) by decaying 
particles. Scatter in  QSOs is large ?



By- products

Astrophysics :
* Covering factor: Dense and small clouds =>  do not cover the QSO completely
* Associated Lyman-alpha emission : galactic counterpart

Cosmology:
* Tcmb vs z
* Are constants constantly contant ? 



Covering factor correction: 

10% for H2

25% for CI on top of CIV emission  

Intervening cloud does not cover the BLR 
-> nH in the cloud gives a size -> dimension of the BLR

CI

Q1232+07



Partial covering factor

HI gas



Partial covering factor
H2 cloud : 
T01 = 67 K ;  CI excitation : nH2 = 30 cm-3     lH2 = 0.22 pc 
RBLR = 0.3 pc

HI cloud : 
CII excitation ; T = 100-2000 K => nH = 10-50 cm-3  lHI = 8pc
Lyα emission extended

N(H2)= 1016 cm-2 (King, Murphy, Webb, 2011)

N(H2)= 1018 cm-2 (Srianand, Petitjean et al. 2005)

Q0528-250



Lyα emission  - Xshooter data 

SFR and DLA region very 
small: 1 kpc
Lyα extended :
Red and blue parts are not 
cospatial

 Out-In-Fall-Flows  (OIFF) 

QSO

SFR

Size < 5 kpc



Lya emission in SDSS Q1135-0010

(Noterdaeme, Laursen, PPJ et al. 2011)

Recent star-burst : 25 M¤/yr



Cosmology: The Universe for the average astronomer
(No dating, probably around year 2010)

Depressing is not it ?



Excitation of CO: Redshift evolution of  TCMB

β  = 0.007±0.027                            (we’ve tried…)



So what about constants ?

Just compare wavelengths at z=0 and z>0 (any shift ?)

-> UV lines (H2, doublet or Multi Multiplet Method)

-> Radio wavelength range



Life is difficult

-> Shift is very small in individual systems    
-> Fits of the absorption lines are not unique:  
             * Saturation of the absorptions
             * Number of components
-> Echelle spectroscopy :
             * Different arms/CCD
             * Wavelength calibration
-> Different species 
-> Systematics :
             * Ambiant temperate
             * Atmospheric refraction
             * Isotopes 

This is very difficult but has improved a lot over last 10 years 



Δα/α = 0.01±0.15x10-5   
 Srianand et al., 2007, PRL,  99, 239002



New claims

UVES data :   All data: no significant variation

         z< 1.8       -0.06±0.16x10-5 

         z~1.5         0.01±0.15x10-5    Srianand et al., 2007, PRL,  99, 239002

                                      The two groups agree !

            z>1.8     +0.61±0.20x10-5   3σ

            +  Keck  -0.74±0.17x10-5 

             Spatial  Variation                4σ 

 

Systematic errors have 
       always been  
     underestimated

         Dipole :Interesting but VERY speculative -> continuing 

Webb et al., 2010, astroph/1008.3907
                    2011, PRL 107.191101



 Searching for the ideal system

-  UV Lines : MgII, FeII, SiII etc… (in the optical)
                           -> α 
 
- H2 and other molecules HD (in the UV)
                            -> μ=mp/me 

- 21cm  absorber  (in the radio)
                            -> x=α2Gp/µ  

The ideal system: H2+HD, UV, 21cm  + Simple structure

 * Find quasars                                    ->     L’IAP BOSSe
 * 10% have a DLA: 1000 DLAs known  
 * 10% have H2  (10% have HD)
 * Very few have 21cm (radio quasars)



Srianand et al. 2010 , MNRAS, 405, 1888

 DLA   J1337+3152    Ideal system ?

Lucky because 21cm in the wing
(even ArI is complex) + H2

Δx/x < 4.5x10-6 at 3σ

(x=α2gp/μ)   

 
 

Δμ/μ < 4.0x10-4 at 3σ

Inconsistent  with dipole ?

⇒Δα/α < 0.7x10-6  at z=3.17 
⇒Expected 1.8x10-6



New UVES Large Program (Molaro et al.)

Higher resolution and SNR + Control the systematics better

Q2217-2818
z=1.69 δα/α = -1.53±2.7 ppm
 on FeII only
If dipole : +5 ppm



Summary of constraints



Dipole  complexity ?



Cosmology: The Universe for a few astronomers
(No dating, probably around year 2012)

To be continued….
 

Thank You !
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